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Editorial
The 987th Meeting of the American Mathematical Society was held at the University
of Wisconsin–Milwaukee on October 24–25, 1997. As part of the conference, a Special
Session in Geometric Topology and Group Theory was organized by the guest editors of
these proceedings.
We wish to thank the American Mathematical Society and local conference organizers
Allen Bell and Bruce Wade for making this meeting possible. In addition, we thank Richard
Sher for suggesting that an issue of this journal be devoted to the proceedings of the special
session. Finally, we thank all of the participants and especially the contributing authors and
referees for the careful job they have done.
The following is a list of those who gave talks in the Special Session in Geometric
Topology and Group Theory:
Nadia Benakli (Columbia University), Paul Brown (University of Illinois at Chicago),
Ruth Charney (Ohio State University), Mark Culler (University of Illinois at Chicago),
Robert Daverman (University of Tennessee), Alexander Dranishnikov (University of
Florida), Benson Farb (University of Chicago), Mark Feighn (Rutgers University at
Newark), Steven Ferry (SUNY Binghamton), Hanspeter Fischer (University of Wisconsin–
Milwaukee), Eric Freden (Utah State University), Zeph Grunschlag (University of
California, Berkeley), Michael Handel (Lehman College), John Meier (Lafayette College),
Michael Mihalik (Vanderbilt University), Boris Okun (Ohio State University), Kim Ruane
(Vanderbilt University), Kevin Scannell (Rice University), Peter Scott (University of
Michigan), Peter Shalen (University of Illinois at Chicago), John Stallings (University
of California, Berkeley), Eric Swenson (Brigham Young University), Jennifer Taback
(University of Chicago), Gerard Venema (Calvin College), David Wright (Brigham Young
University).
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